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Abstract
Together with the existence of new neutral gauge bosons, models based on extended
gauge groups (rank > 4) often predict also new charged fermions. A mixing of the
known fermions with new states with exotic weak-isospin assignments (left-handed
singlets and right-handed doublets) will induce tree level flavour changing neutral
interactions mediated by Z exchange, while if the mixing is only with new states
with ordinary weak-isospin assignments, the flavour changing neutral currents are
mainly due to the exchange of the lightest new neutral gauge boson Z ′. We show that
the present experimental limits on µ − e conversion in nuclei give a nuclear-model-
independent bound on the Z-e-µ vertex which is twice as strong as that obtained from
µ → eee. In the case of E6 models these limits provide quite stringent constraints
on the Z ′ mass and on the Z − Z ′ mixing angle. We point out that the proposed
experiments to search for µ−e conversion in nuclei have good chances to find evidence
of lepton flavour violation, either in the case that new exotic fermions are present at
the electroweak scale, or if a new neutral gauge boson Z ′ of E6 origin lighter than a
few TeV exists.
——————————————–
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1. Introduction
The search for the conversion of muons into electrons in nuclei provides a very
stringent test of muon-number conservation. The present experimental bound on
the branching for µ−e conversion in Titanium R <∼ 4×10−12 at TRIUMF [1] and
PSI [2], gives a very powerful constraint on possible Flavour Changing Neutral
Currents (FCNCs) violating the muon and electron number conservation. Due to
the enhancement by the coherent contribution of all the nucleons in the nucleus,
the limits on lepton flavour violation resulting from this process are already more
stringent than the ones obtained from the purely leptonic decays µ→ eee, µ→ eγ,
etc. Furthermore, new experiments searching for µ − e conversion in nuclei are
planned, aiming to test branching ratios up to R <∼ 4 × 10−14 [3], or possibly
even up to R <∼ 10−16 [4]. In the next few years, they could either provide the
first accelerator evidences for lepton flavour violation, or give particularly strong
constraints on several possible extensions of the Standard Model (SM).
In the SM, Lepton Flavour Violating (LFV) currents are strictly forbidden.
This is not true in most of its extensions. For instance, if right-handed neutrinos
are present, LFV currents are generated radiatively, proportional to very small
GIM-like factors involving neutrino masses. Other extensions of the SM which
include new neutral fermions and/or new Higgses, have been discussed in ref. [5].
In model building, it is generally required that some natural mechanism exists
to suppress LFV currents at a level compatible with the present experimental
constraints.
Recently it has been stressed [6] that extended gauge models, characterized
by additional U(1) factors and by the presence of new charged fermions, predict
FCNCs mediated by the additional neutral gauge boson Z ′. Since the flavour
1
changing Z ′ vertices are expected to be naturally large, these FCNCs must be
suppressed by a large Z ′ mass. In order to be consistent with the limit on µ→ eee
and for natural assumptions on the fermion mass matrix the additional gauge
boson should not be much lighter than ∼ O(TeV) [6].
In this paper we will consider the constraints implied by the present limit
on µ−e conversion in nuclei for the LFV currents mediated either by the standard
Z boson, or by a new Z ′. By now these data have not been used to constrain Z ′
physics, and we show that in most cases they give the strongest bounds on the
FC Z ′ effects. We also discuss the implications of the planned future experiments
[3,4] on µ − e conversion in Ti. If the underlying physics is described by an
extended gauge model like E6, these experiments are expected to reveal evidence
for lepton flavour violation. If no signal for LFV processes is detected, this will
result in very powerful constraints on the structure of these models, implying
vanishingly small values for the parameters describing fermion mixing, and/or
very large masses for the additional gauge bosons (MZ′ >∼ 5 TeV). In section
2, we derive the effective LFV interaction between the charged leptons and the
nucleons, in terms of the fundamental lepton and quark neutral current couplings.
The µ − e conversion rate for the coherent nuclear process is then obtained in
a nuclear-model independent way. Following ref. [6], in section 3 we show how
possibly large FCNC could naturally arise in extended gauge theories. The case of
E6 models will be considered explicitly. In section 4, we relate the E6 parameters
of section 3 to the effective couplings relevant for the nuclear µ − e conversion
process. From the present experimental bound for µ − e conversion in Ti we
derive new stringent constraints on the Z-e-µ vertex and on the Z ′ parameters,
and we also discuss how these constraints will be improved thanks to the proposed
future experiments. Finally in section 5 we present our conclusions.
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2. Coherent µ – e conversion
We will concentrate on the case in which the LFV interactions are mediated only
by the exchange of massive gauge bosons, and not by photon or scalar exchange.
In this case, the general lepton-quark effective Lagrangian can be written in terms
of a sum of contact interactions between the leptonic and quark currents of the
form
Leff =
√
2G e¯γλ(kV − kAγ5)µ
∑
q=u,d,s,...
q¯γλ(vq − aqγ5)q, (2.1)
where q = u, d, s, ... are the relevant quark flavours. kV , kA are the LFV lepton
couplings, and vq, aq the quark flavour diagonal couplings to the physical massive
gauge boson (Z or Z ′) exchanged, which depend on the particular model con-
sidered. For the contribution corresponding to Z-exchange, G = GF , the Fermi
constant. The Z ′-exchange term has an overall strenght G = GFM
2
Z/M
2
Z′ , and
whenever we will need to single out this case explicitly we will also prime the
couplings in eq. (2.1), kV,A → k′V,A, vq, aq → v′q , a′q.
Since the maximum momentum transfer q2 involved in the µ− e conversion
process is much smaller than the scale associated with the structure of the nucleon,
we can neglect the q2 dependence in the nucleon form factors. Then, in the limit
q2 ≈ 0, the matrix elements of the quark current for the nucleon N = p, n can be
written as
< N |q¯γλq|N >= G(q,N)V N¯γλN,
< N |q¯γλγ5q|N >= G(q,N)A N¯γλγ5N.
(2.2)
In the limit in which strong isospin is a good symmetry, that is up to terms
proportional to the up and down mass difference, the neutron and proton form
factors are related as follows
G(u,n) = G(d,p) ≡ G(d),
G(d,n) = G(u,p) ≡ G(u),
G(s,n) = G(s,p) ≡ G(s).
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The conserved vector current and its coherent character, with the vector
charge equal to the quark-number, determine the couplings
G
(u)
V = 2, G
(d)
V = 1, G
(s)
V = 0. (2.3)
This argument cannot be applied to the axial-vector current. In terms of definite
U(3)-flavour transformation properties, one can introduce the following combina-
tion of couplings
G
(3)
A =G
(u)
A −G(d)A
G
(8)
A =G
(u)
A +G
(d)
A − 2G(s)A
G
(0)
A =G
(u)
A +G
(d)
A +G
(s)
A .
(2.4)
The weak currents transform as an octet under flavour SU(3). The two axial form
factors G
(3)
A and G
(8)
A can be expressed in terms of the reduced amplitudes F and
D extracted from the semi-leptonic decays of baryons
G
(3)
A =F +D = 1.254± 0.006
G
(8)
A =3F −D = 0.68± 0.04.
(2.5)
The EMC [7] measurement of the polarization-dependent structure function of the
proton determines an additional independent combination of G
(3)
A , G
(8)
A and of the
singlet G
(0)
A . One then obtains
G0A = 0.12± 0.17 (2.6)
As a result all the axial form factors are determined.
At the nucleon level, the LFV Lagrangian (2.1) can then be written as
Leff =
√
2G e¯γλ(kV − kAγ5)µ
∑
N=p,n
N¯γλ(C1N − C2Nγ5)N, (2.7)
where the nucleon couplings are [8]
vector :
{
C1p = 2vu + vd,
C1n = vu + 2vd,
(2.8)
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and
axial :
{
C2p = G
(u)
A au +G
(d)
A ad +G
(s)
A as,
C2n = G
(d)
A au +G
(u)
A ad +G
(s)
A as.
(2.9)
We will now discuss the four nucleon couplings (2.8) and (2.9) in the isospin
formalism for the nucleon, as appropriate for nuclear physics studies. Introducing
the nucleon spinor ψN =
(
p
n
)
, and the isospin Pauli matrix τ3, (2.7) reads
Leff =
√
2G e¯γλ(kV − kAγ5)µ
ψ¯Nγλ[(C1S + C1V τ3)− (C2S + C2V τ3)γ5]ψN ,
(2.10)
with the following couplings
Vector Isoscalar : C1S ≡ 1
2
(C1p + C1n) =
3
2
(vu + vd)
Vector Isovector : C1V ≡ 1
2
(C1p − C1n) = 1
2
(vu − vd)
Axial Isoscalar : C2S ≡ 1
2
(C2p + C2n) =
1
2
(G
(u)
A +G
(d)
A )(au + ad) +G
(s)
A as
Axial Isovector : C2V ≡ 1
2
(C2p − C2n) = 1
2
(G
(u)
A −G(d)A )(au − ad).
(2.11)
At the low values of the squared momentum transfer relevant for the kinematics of
the µ−e conversion process (q2 ≃ −m2µ), the matrix element of Leff for a nuclear
transition is dominated by the coherent nuclear charge associated with the vector
current of the nucleon
QW = (2Z +N)vu + (Z + 2N)vd, (2.12)
which gives an enhanced contribution to the coherent nuclear transition. In prac-
tice only the appropriate nuclear form factor for the coherent contribution is
needed. The axial quark couplings G
(u,d,s)
A do not contribute to the coherent
nuclear charge, and will only give rise to nuclear-spin-dependent effects which are
negligible as long as the nucleon number (A = Z + N) is large enough. For the
nucleon numbers relevant for µ-e conversion experiments, the rate for the coherent
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process, proportional to Q2W , will indeed dominate over the incoherent excitations
of the nuclear system, which are sensitive to all the vector and axial couplings
given in Eq. (2.11). This expectation is supported by explicit calculations based
on nuclear models [9], that show that the ratio between the coherent rate and the
total µ− e conversion rate for nuclei as 48Ti can be as large as 90%.
In the non-relativistic limit for the motion of the muon in the muonic atom,
one can factorize the “large” component of the muon wave function. The corre-
sponding coherent conversion rate is then given by
Γ =
G2
π
peEe(k
2
V + k
2
A)Q
2
W |M(q)|2, (2.13)
where pe (Ee) is the electron momentum (energy), Ee ≃ pe ≃ mµ for this process,
and M(q) is the nuclear matrix element of the vector charge density
M(q) =
∫
d3xρ(~x)e−i~q·~xΦµ(~x). (2.14)
In eq. (2.14), Φµ(~x) is the normalized atomic wave function of the muon and
ρ(~x) is the nuclear density (normalized to unity) taken to be equal for proton and
neutron distributions.
The form (2.13) is particularly convenient for discussing the fundamental
physics involved in the µ − e conversion process, because it factorizes the model
dependent combination of couplings (k2V +k
2
A)Q
2
W from the nuclear matrix element
squared. As said before, if both Z and Z ′ exchanges mediate this FCNC process,
then one has to reinterpretate the product (k2V + k
2
A)Q
2
W , but not the nuclear
ingredient factorization.
For nuclei with A <∼ 100 one can take, as customary in µ-capture analyses,
an average value for the muon wave function inside the nucleus in eq. (2.14) in
such a way that
|M(q)|2 = α
3m3µ
π
Z4eff
Z
|F (q)|2, (2.15)
where Zeff has been determined in the literature [10] and F (q) is the nuclear form
factor, as measured for example from electron scattering [11]. One expects in 4822Ti
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this approximation to work within a few percent, with F (q2 ≃ −m2µ) ≃ 0.54 and
Zeff ≃ 17.6.
The branching ratio R for µ − e conversion in nuclei normalized to the
total nuclear muon capture rate Γcapture, which is experimentally measured with
a good precision, can then be computed in any specific extension of the SM, and the
informations related to the factors associated with new physics can be extracted
in a nuclear-model independent way. In the case of FCNCs mediated by both Z
and Z ′ exchange, we obtain
R ≃ G
2
Fα
3
π2
m3µpeEe
Z4eff
Z
|F (q)|2 1
Γcapture
× (2.16)
[
(k2V + k
2
A)Q
2
W + 2
M2Z
M2Z′
(kV k
′
V + kAk
′
A)QWQ
′
W +
(
M2Z
M2Z′
)2
(k′
2
V + k
′2
A)Q
′2
W
]
,
where
Q′W = (2Z +N)v
′
u + (Z + 2N)v
′
d (2.17)
and we have explicitly primed the lepton and quark couplings to the Z ′ boson.
For Γcapture in Ti we will use the experimental determination Γcapture ≃ (2.590±
0.012)× 106s−1 [12].
3. FCNC in extended models
Following ref. [13] we will now assume the effective low energy gauge group is of
the form G = [SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×SU(3)C ]×U1(1), and that it originates from the
breaking of a simple unification group, like E6. The SM neutral gauge boson Z0
can then mix with the U1(1) gauge boson Z1, resulting in the two mass eigenstates
Z and Z ′. The NC Lagrangian in the physical Z and Z ′ basis can be written as
follows [13],
−LNC = eJλemAλ + g0(JλZλ + J ′λZ ′λ), (3.1)
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where g0 = (4
√
2GFM
2
Z0
)1/2 is the SM gauge coupling of the Z0, and J , J
′ are
the fermionic currents coupled to the Z and Z ′ bosons. They are related to the
gauge currents J0 and J1, coupled to Z0 and Z1 respectively, by the rotation(
JλZ
JλZ′
)
=
(
cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ
)(
Jλ0
sin θwJ
λ
1
)
, (3.2)
where φ is the Z − Z ′ mixing angle and θw is the weak mixing angle.1
Besides predicting extra Z ′ bosons, extended gauge models like E6 predict
also the existence of “new” fermions ψ0N . The new fermions will in general mix with
the standard “known” fermions ψ0K having the same electric and colour charges.
Then for any specific value of the electric and colour charges, the component of
chirality α = L,R of the light mass eigenstates ψl will correspond to a general
superposition of gauge eigenstates that can be written as [13]
ψlα = A
†
αψ
0
Kα + F
†
αψ
0
Nα. (3.3)
The mixing matrices Aα and Fα describe respectively the mixing of the light
states with the known and the new fermions, and satisfy the unitarity relation
A†αAα + F
†
αFα = I. The presence of these mixings will affect the couplings of
the gauge bosons to the light fermions ψl [6,13,14]. In particular, given a general
current JλQ, corresponding to a broken generator Q, its projection on the light
fermions ψlα will read
JλlQ =
∑
α=L,R
Ψ¯lαγ
λ
[
qKαI + (q
N
α − qKα)F †αFα
]
Ψlα, (3.4)
where qKα (q
N
α ) is the Q-eigenvalue of the known (new) fermions ψ0Kα (ψ0Nα), and
for simplicity we have assumed that all the new states have the same Q-charge.
We refer to [6,13] for a more general discussion.
1 We assume that the running of the U1(1) gauge coupling constant g1 from the
unification scale down to low energy is similar to the running of the hypercharge coupling
constant. Normalising the U1(1) charge as the hypercharge generator Y/2 then yields
g1/g0 ≃ sin θw.
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If the known fermions are mixed with new states having different as-
signments of weak-isospin (“exotic” fermions), then the coefficient qNα − qKα =
t3(ψ
0
Nα) − t3(ψ0Kα) multiplying the mixing matrix F †αFα in (3.4) is non vanish-
ing, and the current Jλl0 coupled to the Z0 boson is affected. In this case extremely
stringent bounds on the off diagonal terms can be obtained from the limits on FC
processes. For example (F †F )eµ <∼ 2 × 10−6 was obtained in [6] from the non-
observation of the µ → eee decay, however we will see in section 4 that the limit
from µ− e conversion in nuclei is stronger by a factor 2. The diagonal elements of
the matrix F †F are also constrained mainly from LEP, NC and charged current
precision data [13,14] and the corresponding limits are in general <∼ 10−2. On
the other hand the mixings between the ordinary fermions and the new exotic
ones are theoretically expected to be very small, since they arise in general from
see-saw like formulas [6,15], so that the corresponding limits are not very effective
in constraining the models under examination.
If instead the mixing is with new states having the same SU(2) assignments
than the SM fermions (“ordinary” fermions), the coefficient of the mixing term in
the Jλ0 current is vanishing, and the couplings to the Z0 boson are not affected. In
this case no phenomenological bounds can be set on the elements of F †F , with the
exception of the ordinary mixings of the left-handed quarks, that are constrained
by the unitarity tests of the CKM matrix [14]. However, ordinary-ordinary fermion
mixing does affect the J1 current, since in general q
N
1α 6= qK1α. Clearly at low energy
the possible effects of the ordinary-ordinary mixings is suppressed with respect to
the effects of the ordinary-exotic mixings as the ratio of the gauge boson mass
squared. However this suppression could be largely compensated by the fact that
in general these mixings do not originate from see-saw like mass matrices, and
then all the entries in the the mixing matrix F †F can be large [6].
For definiteness we will now consider the case of E6 models, in which new
gauge bosons as well as new ordinary and new exotic fermions are present. Since
E6 is rank 6, as many as two additional neutral gauge bosons could appear in
the low energy effective gauge group. It is usefull to consider the embedding
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of the SM gauge group GSM in E6 through the following pattern of subgroups
E6 → U(1)ψ × SO(10) → U(1)χ × SU(5) → GSM. Then the lightest additional
gauge boson will in general correspond to an effective extra U1(1) resulting as a
combination of the U(1)ψ and U(1)χ factors. We will parametrize this combination
in terms of an angle β. This will define an entire class of Z ′ models in which each
fermion f is coupled to the new boson through the effective charge
q1(f) = qψ(f) sinβ + qχ(f) cosβ. (3.5)
Particular cases that are commonly studied in the literature [13,16,17] correspond
to sinβ = −√5/8, 0, 1 and are respectively denoted as Zη, Zχ and Zψ models. Zψ
occurs in E6 → SO(10), while Zη occurs in superstring models when E6 directly
breaks down to rank 5. As we will see this model plays a peculiar role in the present
analysis, since it evades completely the kind of constraints that we are investigat-
ing. Finally, a Zχ boson occurs in SO(10)→ SU(5) and couples to the known
fermions in the same way than the Z ′ present in SO(10) GUTs. However, since
SO(10) does not contain additional charged fermions, the kind of FC effects that
we are studying here is absent. In contrast, new charged quarks and leptons are
present in E6. The fundamental 27 representation contains, beyond the standard
15 fermion degrees of freedom, 12 additional states for each generation, among
which we have a vector doublet of new leptons H = (N E−)TL, H
c = (E+ N c)TL .
The chiral couplings of the leptons to the Z1 as well as the coefficient of the
LFV term F †F are determined by the qψ and qχ charges of the new and known
states, which are
qψ(EL) = −qψ(ER) = −1
3
√
5
2
, qχ(EL) = qχ(ER) = −1
3
√
3
2
,
qψ(eL) = −qψ(eR) = 1
6
√
5
2
, qχ(eL) = 3qχ(eR) =
1
2
√
3
2
. (3.6)
With respect to the SU(2)L transformation properties, the E
+
L new leptons are
exotic and then the mixings of their CP conjugate states E−R with the standard
R-handed leptons eR violates weak-isospin by 1/2. As is discussed for example in
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Ref. [6] this kind of mixings are generally suppressed as the ratio of the light to
heavy masses, and then for the e and µ leptons they are expected to be particularly
small. In contrast, the E−L leptons are ordinary and their mixings with the light
leptons are not expected to be suppressed by any small mass ratio since they do not
violate weak-isospin. These mixings are generated by entries in the mass matrix
corresponding to v.e.v.s of singlet Higgs fields 〈φS〉0 which, since also contribute
to the masses of the new (heavy) gauge bosons, are expected to be larger than
the doublet v.e.v.s. We note that in E6 the ordinary-ordinary lepton mixings
occur between SU(2) doublets, then it is clear that for each entry in the charged
lepton mass matrix of the form EReL〈φS〉0 there must be a corresponding entry
N cν〈φS〉0 in the mass matrix for the neutral states, that would generate a large
Dirac mass for the light neutrinos. Even if in the 27 of E6 several new neutral
states (including two SU(2) singlets) are present, in the minimal E6 models it is
not possible to generate naturally any small eigenvalue for the mass matrix if these
Dirac mass entries are present, since the Higgs representation that could generate
large Majorana masses and lead to a see-saw mechanism is absent. Then, in the
frames of these models, the limits on the neutrino masses automatically guarantee
that any possible ordinary-ordinary mixing in the charged lepton sector should
be unobservably small. However, as was discussed by Nandi and Sarkar [18],
large Majorana masses for the singlets neutral fermions can be generated due to
gravitational effects, leading to a rather complicated mass matrix for the neutral
states for which a see-saw mechanism is effective, and produce naturally small
masses for the light doublet neutrinos. In this scenario, in order not to conflict
with the limits on the neutrino masses, there is no need to tune the Dirac mass
entries to any unnaturally small value. Then the weak-isospin conserving mixings
of the charged leptons are no more constrained, and in the limit in which the
singlet v.e.v.s are much larger than the doublet v.e.v.s are theoretically expected
to be O(1) [6].
The LFV lagrangian in E6 models can be obtained from Eqs. (3.1), (3.4).
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For the charged leptons of the first two generations it reads
−LeµLFV = g0[k0(cosφZλ−sinφZ ′λ)e¯RγλµR+k1(sinφZλ+cosφZ ′λ)e¯LγλµL], (3.7)
where
k0 = −1
2
(F †RFR)eµ (3.8)
is induced by the mixing with the exotic charged leptons E−R , while
k1 = sin θw[q1(EL)− q1(eL)](F †LFL)eµ (3.9)
results from the mixing with the new ordinary leptons EL.
From the second term in eq. (3.7), we see that ordinary-ordinary fermion
mixing can still induce a LFV vertex for the physical Z boson. However this vertex
is suppressed by the Z0-Z1 mixing, which is severely constrained by present data
to |φ| <∼ 0.02 [13,16], and then we can expect that in the presence of a “light” Z ′
the FCNC processes would be mainly induced by direct Z ′ exchange.
4. Constraints from µ – e conversion in nuclei
The LFV parameters can now be constrained by comparing the theoretical ex-
pression for the branching ratio R for the µ-e conversion process in eq. (2.16) to
the experimental bound B. Presently B = 4 × 10−12 [1,2] at 90% C.L., however
we will also discuss the limits on the LFV parameters achievable with the planned
future experiments.
First, the limits on Z-mediated FCNC can be obtained in the limit in which
the Z ′ is decoupled from low energy physics (MZ′ →∞ and φ→ 0). In this case,
the quark vector couplings vf (f = u, d) entering eq. (2.12) are given by the
standard expression vf = t3(fL)− 2qem(f) sin2 θw. We obtain
(k2V + k
2
A) < 5.2× 10−13
(
B
4× 10−12
)
, (4.1)
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Independent limits on the LFV mixings of the R-handed or L-handed leptons can
be given in terms of the chirality couplings kL,R =
1
2 (kV ±kA). Then (4.1) implies
|keµL |, |keµR | < 0.51 × 10−6. These limits are twice as strong as the corresponding
ones from the non observation of the decay µ → eee obtained in ref. [6]. In
the case of E6 models the LFV couplings of the charged leptons to the Z boson
originate only in the R-sector (kR = k0, kL = 0). From (4.1) we obtain
(F †RFR)eµ < 1.0× 10−6
(
B
4× 10−12
)1/2
,
that is tighter than the limit (F †RFR)eµ < 2.4× 10−6 from µ→ eee [6].
As we see the limits from µ− e conversion in nuclei on the LFV ordinary-
exotic mixing of the first two families are indeed quite strong. We stress that due
to the coherent enhancement of the rate, this process gives the strongest constraint
on the Z − e− µ vertex, twice more stringent than that from µ→ eee.
However, as we have already discussed, these vertices are expected to be
suppressed as the ratio of the light and heavy masses, that is by a factor of the
order
m2µ
M2
E
<∼ 10−6 for ME >∼ 100 GeV. As a conclusion, at present these limits
are still not strong enough to effectively constrain the models under examination,
since the possible FCNCs induced by such naturally small ordinary-exotic mixings
are still compatible with the present experimental data.
However the planned experiments [3,4], aiming to test branching ratios down
to B ∼ 4× 10−14 − 10−16, do have good chances to reveal signals of violation of
lepton flavour number induced by this kind of new physics. If no signals are
detected, the present limits will be improved to |keµL |, |keµR | < 0.51× 10−7− 0.25×
10−8 corresponding to a LFV ordinary-exotic mixing (F †RFR)eµ < (10−0.5)×10−8.
This bound will indeed represent a serious constraint on E6 models, if the exotic
states are assumed to be not much heavier than the electroweak scale.
Let us now consider the effect of the mixing of the left-handed charged
leptons with the new ordinary states E−L present in E6. In order to do this we
will henceforth set the ordinary-exotic mixing term (F †RFR)eµ to zero, and we
will concentrate on the consequences of having a non-vanishing ordinary-ordinary
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mixing parameter Feµ ≡ (F †LFL)eµ. This is a safe procedure, since in the limit in
which we neglect the electron mass, there are no interference terms relating the L-
handed and R-handed lepton sectors, and the experimental limit on the conversion
of muons into electrons represents a fortiori a limit on the production of electrons
in the L-handed helicity state.
The LFV parameters kV and kA entering eqs. (2.1)-(2.16), can be read from
eq. (3.7),
kV =kA = k1 sinφ,
k′V =k
′
A = k1 cosφ,
while the quark couplings vf , v
′
f , f = u, d, entering in eqs. (2.12)-(2.17), are given
by [13]
vf =cosφ[t3(fL)− 2qem(f) sin2 θw] + sinφ sin θw[q1(fL) + q1(fR)],
v′f =− sinφ[t3(fL)− 2qem(f) sin2 θw] + cosφ sin θw[q1(fL) + q1(fR)],
(4.2)
where the U1(1) charge q1(f) that was defined in (3.5) is given in terms of the qψ
and qχ charges for the quarks,
qψ(uL) = −qψ(uR) = qψ(dL) = −qψ(dR) = 1
6
√
5
2
,
qχ(uL) = −qχ(uR) = qχ(dL) = 1
3
qχ(dR) = −1
6
√
3
2
.
(4.4)
Due to the approximation made, for each value of the parameter β in (3.5) the
branching ratio (2.16) depends only on the values of M ′Z , φ and Feµ ≡ (F †LFL)eµ.
However, it is easy to see that since the gauge boson mixing effects in the diagonal
electron couplings are in any case very small ( |φ| <∼ 0.02 [13-16]), the relevant
variables are actually only two, namely Feµ · (M2Z/M2Z′) and Feµ · φ. Moreover
once the Higgs sector of the model is specified,MZ′ and φ are no more independent
quantities. For example an approximate relation that holds for small mixings and
when MZ′ (≫MZ) originates from a large Higgs singlet v.e.v. [19] reads
φ ≃ −M
2
Z
M2Z′
sin θw
∑
i t
i
3q
i
1|〈φi〉|2∑
i t
i
3
2|〈φi〉|2
, (4.5)
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and in this case the branching ratio (2.16) is in practice only a function of
Feµ · (M2Z/M2Z′).
The limits on the Z ′ LFV parameter MZ′F−1/2eµ , obtained by comparing
eqs. (2.16) to the present 90% c.l. experimental bound B = 4 × 10−12 [1], are
plotted in Fig. 1. The thick solid line depicts the limits obtained by setting the
gauge boson mixing angle φ to zero, so that the µ− e conversion is mediated only
by Z ′ exchange in this case. The resulting constraints are about twice as strong
as the ones from µ→ eee found in ref. [6]. For most of the values of sinβ, we find
MZ′
(
Feµ
10−2
)−1/2
>∼ 5TeV ×
(
B
4×10−12
)−1/4
. Clearly it is not possible to translate
the limits on the µ-e conversion process directly into bounds on MZ′ , since the
value of the mixing parameter Feµ is not known. However, as we have discussed,
from the theoretical point of view the entries in the mixing matrix F are not ex-
pected to be suppressed by any particularly small factor, and they are completely
unconstrained experimentally. Then it is reasonable to assume 10−4 <∼ Feµ <∼ 10−1
as a natural range for the ordinary-ordinary mixing parameter. In this case, us-
ing the lower extreme Feµ = 10−4, we get a “conservative naturalness” bound
MZ′ >∼ 500 GeV, for most of the values of sinβ. These bounds are indeed quite
strong, but since they are model dependent obviously they cannot replace the di-
rect [20] or indirect [13,16] limits on the Z ′ parameters, which do not depend on
any assumption on the fermion mixings.
The planned experiment [4], aiming to test the branching ratios for the µ−e
conversion process down to B ∼ 10−16, would allow to improve the bounds up to
MZ′ >∼ (5− 100) TeV for the same range of “natural” values for Feµ. This would
be a serious constraint on E6 models, and it is amusing to note that this kind of
relatively unexpensive experiments can in principle be sensitive to the presence of
a Z ′ boson out of the reach of the supercolliders.
From Fig. 1 it is apparent that two important exceptions are represented
by the ψ and the η models, corresponding respectively to sinβ = −1 and sinβ =
−√5/8, since in both these models the constraints on the Z ′ mass are evaded.
The absence of limits in the ψ model is due to the fact that all the stan-
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dard fermions and their conjugate states belong to the same representation of the
SO(10) subgroup of E6, namely the 16, and thus have the same qψ abelian charge.
As a consequence the qψ charges of the L- and R-handed states are equal and op-
posite in sign, implying that the vector coupling to the Zψ boson is vanishing, and
only the axial coupling is present. Then for this particular value of β it is not
possible to obtain strong bounds from µ − e conversion in nuclei. In particular
for φ = 0 no bounds at all are obtained on the parameter MZ′F−1/2eµ due to the
fact that in the present analysis we have neglected the incoherent contributions.
In this case however a strong limit MZ′(Feµ/10−2)−1/2 >∼ 3.7 TeV can still be
obtained from the non observation of the decay µ→ eee [6].
The absence of limits in the η model has quite a different origin. Besides
having tK3 = t
N
3 , the known and new ordinary fermions also have q
K
η = q
N
η for the
particular value sinβ = −√5/8. This implies that the coefficient of the F †LFL
term is vanishing not only in the SM J0 current, but in the J1 current as well.
As a consequence any effect related to the ordinary-ordinary mixing is completely
absent in the η model, independently of the kind of process considered. We refer
to ref. [6] for a more complete discussion on this point.
To study the possible effects on these results of a non vanishing mixing angle
φ, i.e. when both the Z ′ and Z bosons contribute to the decay, we have used (4.5)
assuming, consistently with the conventional E6 models, two doublets of Higgs
fields with v.e.v.s v¯ and v. Since v¯ and v give mass respectively to the t and b
quarks, σ ≡ v¯2/v2 > 1 is theoretically preferred. The bounds on MZ′ obtained by
allowing for a Z0–Z1 mixing consistent with this minimal Higgs sector are shown
in Fig. 1 by the dotted and dot-dashed lines, which correspond to σ = 1 and ∞
respectively. It is apparent that by allowing for a non vanishing value of φ, the
limits on the Z ′ mass are qualitatively unchanged.
Figure 2 depicts the constraints on the Z ′ LFV parameter φ · Feµ. The
solid line shows the bounds obtained by taking the limit MZ′ → ∞. In this case
the µ-e conversion process is mediated only by the Z boson, and is due to the
mixing between the Z0 and the Z1. It is apparent that the Z0-Z1 mixing angle
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is constrained to be at most ∼ few ·10−4/
(
Feµ
10−2
)
almost all over the β axis. For
the smallest value of the mixing in the natural range 10−4 <∼ Feµ <∼ 10−1, this
is comparable to the limit |φ| <∼ 10−2 resulting from the fit to the available NC,
charged current and LEP data [13,16]. The dotted (σ = 1) and dot–dashed lines
(σ = ∞) enclose the regions of the limits obtained assuming a minimal Higgs
sector. In this case the value of MZ′ is finite and consistent, according to (4.5),
with the values of φ at the bound. We see that with this additional condition
in practice the Z and Z ′ bosons are constrained to be unmixed, except in a very
small region in the vicinity of the η model. The fact that in the case in which
the Higgs sector is specified the limits on φ are significantly tighter than in the
case in which φ and MZ′ are assumed independent (and the limit MZ′ → ∞ is
taken) means that the µ-e conversion in nuclei is in first place sensitive to the
Z ′ exchange, and thus constrains the Z ′ mass, while the contribution to the LFV
transition of Z0–Z1 mixing alone is less relevant and leads to loser constraints. It
is worth noting that this behaviour is opposite to what is encountered in deriving
limits on the Z ′ parameters from precise electroweak data [13,16], where in fact
the best bounds on the Z ′ mass are obtained from the tight limits on φ implied
by the LEP measurements.
5. Conclusions
We have introduced the general charged lepton-quark contact Lagrangian describ-
ing LFV neutral currents, we have derived the corresponding effective lepton-
nucleon interaction and we have applied it to the case of µ-e conversion in muonic
atoms. The relevant nucleon vector couplings result from the coherent character
of the conserved vector current. The axial couplings are determined from SU(3)f
symmetry considerations and experiments, and their actual values should be used
to study the incoherent contribution to the processes. However in the case of µ−e
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conversion in nuclei with A ≫ 1, the axial current contribution can be neglected
with respect to the vector coherent contribution. We have determined the rate
of the coherent µ-e conversion process in terms of the couplings appearing in the
general lepton-quark effective lagrangian, by means of the following additional ap-
proximations: 1) we have treated the muon as non-relativistic, which is correct up
to O(αZ); 2) we have taken an average for the µ wave function inside the nucleus,
which is a good approximation for A <∼ 100; 3) we have used equal form factors
for the proton and the neutron, which is valid for light enough nuclei. All these
approximations work up to few percent for 4822Ti. We have then normalized the
rate for µ − e conversion in nuclei with the experimental value of the µ-capture
rate, rather than with the theoretical expression which has beed previously used
in the literature [21].
Following [6], we have discussed how extended gauge models, predicting new
neutral gauge bosons Z ′ as well as new charged fermions, imply flavour changing
couplings between the Z and Z ′ gauge bosons and the known fermions, and we have
pointed out that in particular the Z ′ flavour changing vertices are expected to be
unsuppressed. As an example for illustrating this mechanism, we have considered
the case of E6 models.
We have then studied the constraints on LFV couplings from the limit on
µ− e conversion in nuclei, obtaining the following results.
First, we have derived stringent bounds on the LFV interactions mediated
by the standard Z-boson, which in extensions of the SM can be induced by the
mixing of the charged leptons with new exotic particles, and in particular in E6
models could appear in the right-handed leptonic sector. The limits obtained are
twice as strong as the ones from µ → eee. We have also discussed the sensitivity
that will be attained by the proposed future experiments searching for µ− e con-
version in nuclei, and we have shown that signals of LFV transitions induced by
ordinary-exotic lepton mixing are expected to be detected with these experiments
if the exotic leptons have masses not much larger than the electroweak scale.
Second, we have considered the LFV interactions induced in E6 models by
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the mixing of the known charged leptons with new ordinary states. In this case
the µ− e conversion proceeds through both Z and Z ′ exchange. We have derived
constraints on the relevant combinations of Z ′ mass and mixing angle with the Z ′
LFV couplings. We have briefly discussed the reasons why the Z ′ LFV couplings
are theoretically expected to be large, and we have concluded that in order to
account for the non observation of µ − e conversion in nuclei, the Z ′ should be
sufficiently heavy (in most cases at least at the TeV scale) to suppress the transition
rate, and almost unmixed with the standard Z.
We have suggested that the simultaneous presence of new charged fermions
and new gauge bosons with mass up to a few TeV should give rise to LFV transi-
tions that should be observed in future experiments looking for µ − e conversion
in nuclei with improved sensitivity. On the other hand, if no effect were found,
the resulting limits on these kind of FCNCs will be extremely severe, implying in
most cases MZ′ >∼ 5 TeV unless the LFV couplings are tuned to be smaller than
≃ 10−4.
As we have discussed in some detail, the constraints on the Z ′ mass pre-
sented here do not apply to two particular E6 models. In the ψ model the quark
vector couplings to the Z ′ vanish, so that there is no coherent contribution to
µ−e conversion in nuclei, and then leptonic processes like µ→ eee should be used
to constrain the possibly large Z ′-mediated FCNCs. On the other hand, as was
already stressed in [6], in the superstring-inspired η model the large Z ′-mediated
LFV are completely absent, implying that the kind of constraints discussed here
are not effective to derive limits on the Zη parameters independently of the par-
ticular experimental process considered.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1: Limits on the Z ′ LFV parameter MZ′ ·F−1/2eµ from the experimental limits
on the µ-e conversion process, for a general E6 neutral gauge boson, as a function
of sinβ. The mixing term Feµ is given in units of 10−2. The vertical units are TeV
when the current limit on the branching for µ-e conversion B = 4 · 10−12 is taken.
The limits on the Z ′ mass for different values of the experimental branching ratio
and/or of Feµ can be easily read off the figure by properly rescaling the vertical
units. The thick solid line is obtained by setting the Z0–Z1 mixing angle φ to zero.
The bounds obtained by allowing for a non-vanishing Z0–Z1 mixing, consistent
with the values of M ′Z when a minimal Higgs sector is assumed, are also shown.
The dotted lines correspond to equal vevs of the two Higgs doublets present in the
model, i.e. σ ≡ v¯/v = 1 while the dot–dashed lines correspond to σ =∞.
Fig. 2: Limits on the Z ′ LFV parameter φ · Feµ from the experimental limits on
the µ-e conversion process, for a general E6 neutral gauge boson, as a function
of sinβ. The current limit on the branching for µ-e conversion B = 4 · 10−12 is
assumed and the mixing term Feµ is given in units of 10−2. The limits on the Z0–
Z1 mixing angle φ for different values of the experimental branching ratio and/or
of Feµ can be easily read off the figure by properly rescaling the vertical units.
The thick solid lines are obtained in the limit MZ′ → ∞. The dotted (σ = 1)
and dot-dashed (σ = ∞) lines show the limits obtained for a finite Z ′ mass and
assuming a minimal Higgs sector.
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